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Locking up Australian fisheries
is a crime against humanity

he Australian government is again proving its commitment to
green genocide by its move to lock away even more Australian
fisheries in “marine parks”, which is intended to reduce our fisheries output, ramp up the price of seafood, and deny the people of
Australia and the world an important source of food.
“This policy is a calculated crime against humanity,” charged
Citizens Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood today.
“The Commonwealth Government’s plan to establish a National
Representative System of Marine Protected Areas (NRSMPA) by
2012 along with similar State Government schemes, are based on
scientific quackery,” he said.“Australia has the lowest fishing harvest
rate in the world—about one-thirtieth of the global average—so
any claims of overfishing are absurd lies.”
Mr Isherwood pointed out that Thailand,Australia’s largest supplier of seafood imports, harvests 11 times the quantity of Australian
fisheries in wild catch and their aquaculture industry is 30 times
larger than our own, yet in areaThailand’s Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) is only four per cent that of Australia’s, and its continental
shelf area, which provides most of the catch, is 10 times smaller!
Even though greenies scream that Thailand’s large harvest rate
is overfishing, it has remained near its present level for the past
20 years.
The same greenies and successive Australian governments
have deliberately sabotaged Australia’s potential to have one of the
world’s largest fishing industries.Two-thirds of Australia’s seafood
consumption is imported, which costs $1.7 billion per year, yet
satellites measuring chlorophyll concentration, which is associated
with plankton—fish food—indicate Australian waters show similar
potential fishing productivity to other nations.
Australia’s Marine Protected Areas (MPA) already cover 2.2
million square kilometers, which is 38 per cent of the total global
protected area. Plans to expand MPAs into the Coral Sea, the Great
Australian Bight and other areas will mean Australia alone accounts
for one-half of the global total!
In addition, fishery quotas, access fees and license fees cost
fishing businesses hundreds of thousands of dollars and are crippling the industry—especially (as usual) the small players. On top
of this, the same governments which don’t regulate banks and
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financial speculators, deliberately smother the fishing industry in
regulations—size limits, bag limits, boat limits, closed seasons and
no-take species—which also serve to cut our food supply.
Many Australian fishermen have been driven out of the industry,
and too many have been driven to suicide; as the industry shrinks,
more are now giving up the struggle to remain viable.
Mr Isherwood continued, “Marine scientist Dr Walter Starck
recently stated,‘In current economic conditions adding more and
more ill-conceived restrictions onto our food producers is tantamount to treason in a time of war.’
“And actually, we are in a time of war now—we’re at war with
the British Empire, the Queen and her consort Prince Philip and
their eco-fascist Green movement.
“These Marine Protected Areas have been forced on Australians
by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and
its Convention on Biological Diversity, which we signed at the 1992
Rio Earth Summit. This is the IUCN formed in 1948 by Sir Julian
Huxley, a Life Fellow of the British Eugenics Society from 1925 and
its President from 1959-62, long after Nazi eugenics was known to
be the evil racist pseudoscience that it is.The IUCN’s constitution
was written by the British Foreign Office with the intent to further
British imperialism under the cover of conservation.
“At the opening of the Rio Earth Summit, the Secretary-General,
Maurice Strong posed the question: ‘Isn’t the only hope for the
planet that the industrialised civilisations collapse? Isn’t it our responsibility to bring that about?’
“Fishing is a hallmark of civilization.As much as anything, it was
the development of fishing as a reliable food source that led to
civilizations developing along rivers and beside oceans, and allowed
the first leap upwards in population growth.This British policy will
send us back to the Stone Age.
“When considering the large-scale clinical and epidemiological
studies showing significant health benefits from increased seafood
consumption, it is genocidal to restrict this important food source.”
He concluded,“Australia has the world’s third largest Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) area and as an island continent we have a
responsibility to foster a thriving fishing and aquaculture industry
that can feed the world. Join us and make that a reality.”
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Gillard/Greens aren’t saving cows,
they are pushing genocide

ho will save the farmers?” Citizens Electoral Council leader
Craig Isherwood demanded to know, following the Gillard
government’s suspension of live cattle exports to Indonesia for up
to six months.
“This whole issue is Green/media bulldust,” he declared. “The
government’s decision doesn’t suddenly ensure animal welfare. It
doesn’t suddenly change the practices of small-time abattoir operations in Indonesia.
“What it does do is bludgeon thousands of food producers in
the cattle industry, and deny literally millions of people in Indonesia
an important source of protein, which is precisely their intention,” he
charged.
Mr Isherwood charged that the British Crown has ordered the
Gillard-Greens coalition government to “cull” the population of
Australia, and of the world given Australia’s crucial importance in
world food production.
“In every policy Gillard is pushing—small population, shutting
down the Murray-Darling Basin food bowl, the carbon tax, and
now this—she is dutifully carrying out the genocidal depopulation
directives of the Queen and her consort Prince Philip’s World Wide
Fund for Nature.
“As a proud member of the Fabian Society, all of whose 19th
Century British founders such as the Webbs, H.G. Wells, George
Bernard Shaw, and Bertrand Russell preached depopulation (and
whose chief financier was Sir Ernest Cassel, the closest personal
friend of the Prince of Wales, later King Edward VII), Gillard is committed to genocide as well; not surprisingly, it was her fellow Fabian
and depopulation fanatic Kelvin Thomson who led the supposed
backbench revolt in the Federal ALP caucus to force the blanket
ban on live exports to Indonesia.”
The CEC National Secretary pointed out the suspension would
have devastating consequences.
“As Four Corners admitted, Indonesians don’t have enough refrigeration, so they rely on the live export trade to allow them to buy
their beef fresh. By denying them the trade, the Indonesian people are
being denied precious protein which enables them to live longer and
stronger.The impact of this will be exactly what Prince Philip’s darling,
the eugenicist and pioneering greenie Macfarlane Burnet sought to
achieve in the 1940s, when he advocated poisoning waterways and
crops in Asian nations with biological agents to cull their populations.
“Bob Katter was more right than perhaps he realised when he
said,‘We have to assume [the Greens’] solution is to starve a lot of
people to death’.
“And as for the Australian producers, this is a body-blow.A sixmonth suspension puts them at the mercy of the banks—who have
none—and it gives the banks an excuse to foreclose on family farming
operations, just as they were tipped off to do in the Murray-Darling
Basin.The decision-makers in Canberra undoubtedly know this.”
Mr Isherwood said this decision was the latest attack in a longterm campaign by successive governments to drive family farmers
off the land, which have included:
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The staged destruction of the AustralianWheat Board single
desk on behalf of the multinational grain cartel companies
such as Cargill (other commodities’ single desks, e.g. sugar,
were also destroyed);
• Macquarie Bank’s design and enforcement of National
Competition Policy, to smash whole industries, including
the dairy industry, and strip farmers of any protection from
the predatory pricing of the Coles-Woolworths duopoly;
• The Coles/Woolies/ACCC price war against farmers, directed by the British gang running Coles;
• Bans on standard agricultural land clearing practices, to stop
farmers from growing food and feeding livestock;
• The deliberate buy-up of prime agricultural land to turn
into green reserves and national parks, which, along with
economic attrition, has reduced the total land used for food
production in Australia by more than 100 million hectares
in just a few decades;
• Legislation such as Queensland’s Wild Rivers laws to squash
any development of the top end into a new food bowl;
• Exposing prime agricultural land to ruin by multinational
mining and gas companies;
• Tax breaks for managed investment scams to buy up farmland for tree plantations;
• Forcing food producers to transport their goods on more
expensive road transport, by shutting down railways or
prioritising existing rail for mining;
• The deliberate disregard for rebuilding roads and bridges
in rural areas damaged or destroyed by the recent floods;
• The Water Act 2007,and the Murray-Darling BasinAuthority’s
plan, to shut down the national food bowl by stripping irrigators of their water entitlements, and encouraging the banks
to mass-foreclose on the farmers and their communities.
• The carbon tax/ETS,which will force thousands of farmers to
convert their land from food production to carbon storage,
i.e. tree plantations.
Mr Isherwood continued,“The Queen’s husband’s WWF is targeting the beef industry in their plot to establish a global ‘Sustainable
Beef Industry’ a euphemism for slashing beef production to help
slash the world’s population.
“Therefore, it wouldn’t matter if the cattle in Indonesia were
being fed alfalfa and played Vivaldi’s Four Seasons as they were
dispatched; the Royal green mafia, which includes the people-hating
animal liberationists, and their accomplices in the government, are
determined to destroy it.
“There are many reasons why it is better to process meat in our
own abattoirs than export live animals, but the way this decision
was taken was calculated to destroy not just live exports, but the
meat industry in general.”
He concluded, “The fight to save the industry is a fight for the
welfare of humanity, including the millions in other countries who
depend upon our food. If you want to win that fight, join the CEC.”

FREE “Redefine green”
Package
including a DVD which features Changing Nature and Chlorophyll
and the Infrastructure of Life and articles such as “NAWAPA
from the Standpoint of Biospheric Development”.To order
call toll-free 1800 636 432 or send this coupon to: CEC, PO Box
376, Coburg, Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
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Food production being slashed:
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CEC Weekly Report exposes British attack on Aussie
food security, sovereignty
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atch this week’s CEC Weekly Report with Robert Barwick and Craig Isherwood [ Go
online to: http://cecaust.com.au/main.
asp?sub=media&id=/video/20110408_
cec_wr.htm ] to see what Australia
must do to defend its food production
from total destruction by British free
traders and greenies.
Under a systematic, relentless
assault by British free trade, British
greenies, British bankers and British
corporate executives,Australian agriculture has been pushed to the verge
of extinction. In a special feature in the
8th April Weekly Report, the scope of
the food production crisis is detailed:
The Murray-Darling Basin is being smashed by the British Royal
Family’s eco-fascistWorldWide Fund for Nature (WWF),Australian
Conservation Foundation (ACF), and Tim Flannery-led Wentworth
Group, as well as City of London-controlled bankers.Also revealed
is the CSIRO’s latest plan [Read more about online: http://www.smh.
com.au/environment/water-issues/from-the-basin-to-forest-if-priceis-right-20110404-1cypl.html] to use the carbon tax to wipe out
agriculture altogether in the lower Murray-Darling Basin.
British resource companies are leading the charge to destroy
some of Australia’s best farmland in the Liverpool Plains of NSW
and Darling Downs in Queensland, to loot even more of Australia’s
coal and gas;Australia is now a quarry, wherein mining production is
now valued at $121 billion, compared with agricultural production
of $27 billion.
Australia’s dairy industry has been smashed by deregulation
imposed under the National Competition Policy designed by British
banksters at Macquarie Bank. In ten years, Queensland has lost 1,000
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CSIRO plan ‘carbon storage’ to replace food production in MDB

he zombie “scientists” at the CSIRO whose brains were
eaten out by Prince Philip have revealed a plan to replace
food production in the lower Murray-Darling Basin with
carbon “storage”.
CSIRO chief executive Megan Clarke showed attendees
at their Greenhouse 2011 conference in Cairns earlier this
month an image projecting how land use in the basin would
change, under various levels of a carbon price (see Picture).
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dairy farmers, many through suicide;
in Victoria and Tasmania, the average
farm debt has skyrocketed.
British executives imported to run
Coles have launched a war, supported
by Woolworths and the ACCC, on
dairy farmers, as well as egg farmers,
chicken meat producers, and other
fruit and vegie farmers, which is designed to annihilate family farmers for
good.These new British executives at
Coles include: Managing Director Ian
McLeod, Operations Director Stuart
Machin, Finance Director Tony Buffin, Marketing Director Joe Blundell,
Development Director Gavin Parker,
Merchandise Director John Durkan,
General Manager Operations Support Andy Coleman, along with
other senior staff hired from British chains Tesco and Sainsbury.This
wholesale British takeover has been coordinated by Wesfarmers
“consultant” Archie Norman, former boss of UK retailer Asda.
Citizens Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood makes it clear
that the fight for food security for Australia is actually a fight for
sovereignty, declaring:
“If we were really sovereign, we wouldn’t tolerate for one second
this British decimation of our family farms!”
Craig explains the difference between sovereignty and autonomy,
lays out the importance of a national credit system, without which
no nation can be sovereign, and exposes Tony Abbott and the Coalition as complicit in the betrayal of Australia’s food production, and
sovereignty, to the British.
The purpose of this feature is not information—it is to fight,
and stop, this destruction. Every Australian must watch it, and join
in the fight.
At $36 per tonne, the CSIRO projects carbon storage
would completely replace food production in the lower, and
most productive, part of the basin.
Carbon storage means either ‘storing’ carbon in the soil,
which takes the soil out of production, or in tree plantations.
The CSIRO’s plan again raises the question the CEC posed
in 2009, “How many people have to die for the carbon price
to be successful?”

